


Guided Tour to Y2K (Year 2000!) Cannon Poster Calendar

(as usual, position the four blocks of text over the months… and look around. Enjoy your tour!)

"Benvegnù a tuti, siori e vilani, ne la Serenissima Repùblica de Venezia."
"Welcome ye, masters and villains, in the Most Serene Republic of Venice"

Well, it's a bright day of 1287, the sun shines over the bell

tower and the copper-plated domes of St. Mark's Basilica, on

the valuable marbles which ornate its façade (yeah, OK, we

took them all over the Orient without asking the owners, and

we used them as ballast for our ships, so what: don't they look

nice, now?) and it's  really a special day! Marco Polo returned

to Venice: he left in 1271, Eastbound, with his uncles Niccolò

and Matteo, and from there he's back now, a grown man, a rich

merchant, ambassador in the Western lands of the Qiubilai

Khan, escorted by four of his famous soldiers, aboard a ship

(on the right, …no, further, after the columns of St. Mark and

St. Tòdaro,… there she is)  from where a Chinese crew unloads

treasures (exotic animals, silk, rugs, spices, ivory, wood and

perfumes) …and a "Million" of unbelievable stories.

He's welcomed (centre) by Doge Stefano surrounded by his

dogs, followed by his wife (the Dogaressa) and by the Council

of the Ten. The venetian people, curious and interested as ever,

assist numerous: those who wanted a better position climbed in

the Lodge of the Palazzo Ducale, a splendid building, near to

completion, from which one can appreciate the whole St. Mark

square, the Basilica and the prestigious buildings around.

In front of the most prestigious house of the Procuratìe (right)  -

under the concerned sight of the two Procurers - the head's

market is held… no, what did you understand? The mixing

heads are for sale, those used to make Polyurethanes! They say

that a certain patent expired, whoever can make them now, a

monkey with a drum is all you need to sell them. Maybe not?

On the terrace the new technologies are developed: design

artist and precision machines make the molds for the gondola's

rams. Then they are molded (above)  with modern machines

made in Turin, and one cannot even tell they're not handmade!

Do you know who owns the most elegant Lodge of the

Procuratìe (here above, on your right) ? The merchants of

flexible foams: they can make them now here downtown, they

do not pollute anymore, you know? They export them all over

the Mediterranean: and they still cry miserable! Look their

accountants, under the porch, counting the gold coins: and this

is their backyard, you should see the house front on the Piazza!

To face the demand, as they say now, also the gondola-makers

had to face the progress: their "squero" (the traditional

gondola's shipyard below) made space to the thermoformers.

These come from Britannia, and are really fast in making the

two shells which are later glued and painted (thanks God, this

is still a manual skill!): the "gondoliere" is anxious to get

onboard and start making some profit out of it. By the price he

paid for it… the problem is with the pound, so the makers said!

The Palazzo Ducale, where our Republic's administration and

Justice is run, has been well designed indeed! To shield it from

cold and moisture they are covering it with insulated panels

made (below) with expanded Polyurethane injected behind

slabs of precious stone: a modern press, made in the Dukedom

of  Mantua,  and a new foam machine, crafted in the Dukedom

of Milan, churn out a real lot of them in a short time. Gone are

the times of hand-crafted nice things: even the decorations of

the roofs are now made with an injection machine - this seems

to be new stuff, solid German-made technology - rather than

carving it in Istrian stone, as in the good old days. Thanks God

the floor's slabs are still cut and trimmed by hand!  In front of

the Palazzo today the open market is held: the town is well-

known for the consumption of fish and - consequently - of

wine. Abuse of the former never created problems around here,

…nor did the latter! We got used to it, you know? A few well

"used" citizens head for the Lodge of the Palazzo, to mock at

those who found a good place there. 

Flocks of foreigners regularly wander in the town, discovering

its beauties: we'll have to keep an eye on this phenomenon, it

could turn out an interesting activity, sooner or later…

Our Republic is born, is married and dies with the sea: all ships

- also those belonging to the other famous Sea Republics -

moor at the Quay of St. Pentane, straight in the city's heart.

Pisa (top) and Genoa (here, on the side) are today's guests. As

in every proper quay, business flourishes: two old Vikings

came till here with a rather old naval boiler - they claim it's

new, but it must be at least a three-century old model - and try

to sell it to the captain of the Genoans! Poor dreamers! The

shipowner and his crew come from Chiavari, don't they know

that these ones are not easily cheated? Instead, who's going to

lose something is the young man (below)  who runs behind a

modern jig to foam refrigerators: it has arrived by river (it was

lost from a barge in Milan's Naviglio last year, it floated along

the Ticino, the Po, some lagoon, and here it is now) and - after

a thorough cleaning - it could be ready for a delivery to the

famous big refrigerator factory in the inner lands. Let's hope it

does not fall in the water again! 

Good, enough now, discover the rest on your own, and enjoy

your tour: you are in Venice, you should have fun, at the end!

Well, masters and villains, I'll tell you all my warmest "s'ciavo"

(that means "your slave" and will become in future "ciao")! 

See you the coming year - if everything does not end before,

naturally! The way things are at present and with this

Millenium bug, I'd not bet the farm on tomorrow!

The Y2K Cannon Calendar was made by Stefano Risso, Cannon SpA, Trezzano sul Naviglio (Milano) Italy.

Comment by Max Taverna. All rights are reserved (…maybe even all wrongs, who knows?).

For more copies send an e-mail to welcome@cannon.it or fax to (+39) 0248451222. We'll see… it depends on whom you are.

Those who cut away or cover the logo on top of the Calendar they may get a bad cold and plenty of dandruff. Happy Y2K!


